
Introduction
In 1815, William Smith’s A Delineation of the Strata of
England and Wales with part of Scotland1 was published

by John Cary, the first geological map of an entire nation

(see figure 1). Geologically, it is a remarkable

accomplishment applying a unique geological concept.

Smith worked for 15 years on his own account gathering

and assembling data presented in this map for which he is

known as ‘the father of English geology’.

Cartographically, the design combined Smith’s unique

requirements and John Cary’s style and technical

expertise, which were both modern at the time.

Smith’s early experience as a surveyor was

transformative and set him on the road to Geology.

Yorkshire provided an early affirming experience and

exceptional support in his last 15 years. This paper outlines

the cartographic background to Smith’s map and the

significant role that Yorkshire played in his life. Smith’s

life coincided with the industrial revolution which created

demands for raw materials, transport and agricultural

improvements. All required maps and created

opportunities for surveyors.

Brief History²
William Smith was born in 1769 in Churchill, Oxfordshire.

His formal education ended at age 11. At 18 he was taken

on as an assistant to survey the Enclosure map of

Churchill’s common lands. He worked for the next four

years as an informal apprentice to Edward Webb of Stow

on the Wold. In 1791 (Phillips 1844, p.5), Webb set Smith

up with his first independent job – the survey of a large

estate at High Littleton, in the Somerset coal field. The

survey included collieries: down shafts and along tunnels,

Smith measured the thickness of coal seams and

intervening rock. In old age, he recalled building a

physical model with layers that could be lifted off to reveal

the position of the underground workings of the mine

(Phillips 1844, p.7). 

In comparing the various mine sections and surface

rock outcrops, Smith had a major insight. He observed that

the fossils in the rocks had small differences in detail and

that certain kinds of fossil were unique to rock specific

strata. This recognition enabled him to distinguish between

otherwise similar looking strata. He observed that the

sequence of fossils and strata was always in the same

order. Although fossils had long been collected as

curiosities, no one had noticed this before. For Smith the

fossils told him where he was in the rock sequence. He

could predict from fossil evidence whether he was above

or below, say, coal in the sequence. If above, he could

estimate how far down coal would be found. If below, then

the coal had been eroded away, and Smith would advise

against drilling. This powerful predictive tool underpins

geological exploration in sedimentary rocks today.

In the Somerset Coalfield, the mine owners wanted a

canal to link their mines to the proposed Kennett and Avon

canal. They formed the Somersetshire Coal Canal

Company and engaged Smith as their engineer, which first

brought Smith to Yorkshire. At this time canals were

unknown in the South, so two of his directors invited him

to join them in the summer of 1794 on ‘a tour of enquiry

and observation regarding the construction, management,

and trade of other navigations in England and Wales’

(Phillips 1844, p.9).

This northern journey confirmed to Smith that the

sequence of strata he’d observed in the Southwest

appeared to continue in the Northeast. He noted familiar

landforms, soils and rocks en route. In his own words,

“From the top of York Minster I could see that the Wolds
contained chalk by their contour.” The next day, he

“recognised in the Hambleton Hills the features of the
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Abstract
William Smith’s (1769-1839) map, A Delineation of the Strata of England and Wales with part of
Scotland, published in 1815 established his reputation as ‘Father of English geology’. Smith’s first
career as a surveyor involved coalmines and canal construction which led him to geology and
engineering. His unprecedented observation in Somerset that unique fossils were specific to particular
strata which occurred in a predictable order was reinforced by an early visit to Yorkshire where he
recognized the same strata. He recognized a system that could be mapped. Fifteen years of private
exploration and data compilation were presented on his iconic 1815 map with the substantial assistance
of cartographer-publisher John Cary (1754-1835). Smith lived the last 15 years of his life in Yorkshire
where his financial problems were alleviated alongside national recognition won in large part due to the
efforts of members of the Yorkshire Philosophical Society.
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Figure 1. William Smith’s A Delineation of the Strata of England and Wales, with part of Scotland 1815; scale 1 inch equals 5

miles (1:318,000). Available as 15 sheets, or bound as an atlas, or assembled as wall map measuring approximately 6 x 8.5

feet. Published by John Cary and dedicated to Sir Joseph Banks. Courtesy of Daniel Crouch Rare Books,

www.crouchrarebooks.com.
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Figure 2. General Map of Strata in England & Wales by Wm. Smith 1801. (OUMNH, WS/H/1/0/005) This manuscript was

coloured on the index map from John Cary’s 1794 atlas (25.5 x 19.7cm) by Smith and shows his characteristic colouring style

of shading the lower boundary. The crosses mark the location of mines. Smith showed this map, or similar ones, at

agricultural fairs beginning in 1801 at Woburn seeking subscribers for the geological map and memoir that he aimed to

produce. Reproduced with permission of OUMNH.
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Cotteswold Hills ... saw near Thirsk the red marl in the
road (as near Warwick)” (Phillips 1844, p.13)3. We can see

that he was also linking landform to rock type and

sequence. For Smith, his discovery and its evident

universality awakened his ambition to plot the position of

strata on national maps. Smith began to draw out at small

scale his conceptual model, resulting in the 1801 map,

(also the earliest surviving example produced of England

and Wales) (figure 2). Very early Smith realised that before

he could generalise at a small scale he needed to work in

more detail. He wrote, in 1799, ‘I drew in colours, on a
map of the vicinity of Bath, and on Day and Masters’
County Survey (one inch to a mile), all [that had been
observed] … to make a map of the strata on a scale as
large as Cary’s England (one inch to five miles) with
sufficient accuracy, much of it should first be drawn on a
larger scale’ (Phillips 1844, p.27).

The manuscript circular map of Bath (with

geological boundaries) from 1799 is Smith’s earliest

surviving geological map (see figure 3). The quality of the

Figure 3. William Smith’s first geological map drawn on ‘A Map of Five Miles round the City of Bath, on a scale of one inch
and a half to a mile, from an Actual Survey, including all the New Roads, with Alterations and Improvements to the present time,
1799’. As in figure 2, Smith employed just three colours: yellow depicts the base of the Bath Oolite; blue the base of the Lias,

and red the base of the Triassic. He used these same colours and more on his 1815 and subsequent maps. This version of the

Bath map is a reconstruction as the original is close to illegible. It is reproduced courtesy of the Geological Society of

London.
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survey and the cartography of the existing circular base

map greatly assisted Smith. The road and drainage

networks were detailed and sufficient to locate geological

boundaries with some precision. Compass bearings on the

map’s circumference and circles marking mile intervals

from the centre aid in locating the user of this map. The

scale is one and a half inches to the mile (1:42,240). In

many senses – scale, clarity, accuracy, level of detail, and

geo-referencing – it was an ideal basemap with which

Smith could begin his geological career. It strongly

Figure 4. Availability of county maps at one inch to the mile scale or larger between 1800 and 1815.
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influenced the uncluttered look he preferred, and which

came through in his subsequent cartographic output.

Bearing in mind Smith’s need for the largest scale of

map for field work, what did he use? 

Smith owned the first Ordnance Survey one-inch

map, the 1801 of Kent, but otherwise Ordnance maps were

produced too late for Smith to use. However, there was

one-inch mapping that he could, and did, use for field

work. Figure 4 shows the extent of ‘large scale’ maps of

England, Wales and Scotland available to Smith at the start

of the nineteenth century, when he began to record

information for his 1815 map. 

The base map for this figure is, like figure 2, the

index map from John Cary’s 1794 atlas. The data was

selected from Rodger, 1960. More specific information

about the one inch pre Ordnance Survey maps that William

Smith used or were available to him is in press (Henry,

2016).

Smith’s aspiration to map the country geologically

coincided with a growing national interest linking better

mapping with economic progress. From 1759, prizes were

offered by the Society of Arts for one inch to the mile

county maps based on triangulation. The prizes attracted

much interest although relatively few were awarded – only

13. (Harbeson 1964, pp.538-540). Nevertheless, by 1800

numerous independent surveyors had produced one-inch

maps of their counties. Combined, they covered most of

England and southern Scotland, and a third of Wales.

Smith’s situation, then, was that he had sufficient though

non-standard one inch mapping of varying quality to work

with. 

We have already noted Smith’s early awareness in

Yorkshire of the significance of landform. He relied on

morphology to link and to extend his geological

observations. This geomorphological linkage was crucial

in enabling him to complete his massive work alone. But

were the one-inch maps of his day up to this application?

Smith’s County Durham one-inch map, partly

annotated and coloured by him, is held at Oxford

University Museum of Natural History (OUMNH). An

examination of map detail reveals its shortcomings and

Smith’s recognition of them. Figure 5, an extract to the

east of the city of Durham, shows Smith’s plotted

boundary of the Magnesian Limestone, lying over the Coal

Measures (for Smith was essentially the first geologist) the

mapper would have expected the boundary to follow steep

slopes and be indented where streams eroded. However,

Smith’s boundary often ignored the hill form hachuring

and his indents for streams don’t agree with the basemap.

Figure 6. Smith’s Field Observations at Micklebring.

Phillips referred to Smith’s use of Jeffery’s one-inch map of

Yorkshire in their field work together in 1821 (Phillips 1844,

p.88). Smith’s coloured field sketch map and section

(reproduced with permission of OUMNH) shows his careful

use of pen strokes to convey variations in slope angle related

to the coloured lithology. His list of strata relates by letters

to the section. 

Figure 5. Extract from William Smith’s annotated copy of

Cary’s 1791 One Inch Map of Durham. Smith’s geological

boundary of the Magnesian Limestone (brown) over the

Coal Measures (pale grey), does not accord with mapped

stream positions and lines of hachured slopes although in

the field Smith relied on these features to locate the

boundary. These discrepancies indicate that Smith was

aware of inaccuracies and omissions in his base map and

that he was careful to draw the boundary in its observed

true position. Reproduced with permission of OUMNH.
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His boundaries are a comment on the basemap’s

inaccuracies.

He took care to plot the true plan position of his

geological boundary without relying on positions of

streams and slopes as shown on the base map. This would

have been difficult in practical terms as triangulation

points were infrequent. However, as a surveyor, Smith was

aware that roads, as hard edged features, were easiest to

define. They were used by the Society of Arts to assess

accuracy (Harley1981, p.9). Roads were of most

importance to most contemporary map users and were

surveyed with greatest care and accuracy. It is the author’s

opinion that Smith relied on the road network as the most

reliable reference feature to locate relatively, but

accurately, the position of his geological observations until

he had, in his own words, ‘points enough to draw a

line’(OUMNH/WS/H/2/0/015). 

The one inch map of Yorkshire was published in 20

sheets by Thomas Jefferys in 1771. Smith used it for his

circuit of the South Yorkshire Coal Measures in February,

1821. Smith’s sketch map and section show the area

around Micklebring, southwest of Doncaster (OUMNH,

WS/G/2/0/138, see figure 6), in considerable detail. His

careful attention to slope detail may be observed in his

hachure-like pen-strokes and in his section with its subtle

changes in slope. In his sketch the road is at the base of the

slope. By contrast, on Jefferys’ map the road is above the

slope – another instance where the slope position on the

base map was not reliable. 

From this limited inspection it may be observed that

Smith learned not to rely solely on mapped hachures and

approximate streams when plotting his position, even

though these landscape features guided his geological field

mapping. 

The 1815 Map
When his original publisher, Debrett, went bankrupt in

1804, Smith had no clear idea of how the information he

was gathering would actually be published, but he carried

on collecting and recording. His nephew wrote: “the
preparation of a great and costly Map of England and
Wales was entirely beyond his power, and his spirit must
have sunk in unequal conflict with accumulating
difficulties but for the courage and resolution of Mr.
Cary.” (Phillips 1844, p 72).

Cary is regarded as the first modern English

cartographer (Fordham, 1925, p.xxxiii). His atlas of 1794,

Cary’s New Map of England and Wales, with part of
Scotland, was the first in Britain to have continuous

mapping at a common scale rather than individual counties

on each page. It looks surprisingly like a modern road

atlas. The same design and scale was published as a single

large map which Smith called Cary’s ‘one-sheet England’.

Smith thought this map too cluttered for presentation of his

strata and persuaded Cary to engrave a new version for his

‘Delineation of the Strata’.

Cary removed county boundaries, most place names,

and roads. He introduced topographical names, selected by

Smith, and increased drainage detail. He left out hill form

hachures. This decluttering of the map gave it an open

look. A comparison of Cary’s 1794 map with his

customized engraving for Smith reveals the substantial
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Figure 7. William Smith’s 1815 map compared with John Cary’s 1794 atlas map; an example from northeast Yorkshire. The

reduction of detail between the source map, Cary’s 1794 atlas, and the new engraving for Smith, allowed the geology to be

viewed clearly. Smith map, courtesy of Daniel Crouch Rare Books, www.crouchrarebooks.com. J. Cary map courtesy of

Seppe Cassettari.
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change (see figure 7). The beauty of Smith’s eventual map

derives in large part from Cary’s design which has the

capacity, through this ‘openness’, to display colour

without clutter. 

Smith specified his unique style of colour shading in

watercolour, as seen on his first geology map of 1799.

Saturated colour marks the lower, older edge of each

formation. It creates a strong visual impression of layering,

and this was Smith’s intent. In practice, shading took time

to produce, required considerable artistic skill, and added

to production costs. We know from Smith’s diary that the

first map took a week to colour. It was produced from 15

engraved copper plates and could be purchased as fifteen

loose pages, or dissected and mounted on linen for folding,

or as a wall map on rollers.

Regardless of its originality, geological merits, and

relative accuracy, ‘Delineation of the Strata’ was not a

financial success. Smith reckoned on sales of 750 (Cox

1942, p.47), but only 370 are thought to have been

produced of which 70 are known to survive (Sharpe 2016).

It was published during a prolonged depression following

the Napoleonic Wars and faced competition from the

Geological Society’s own map. Both maps were ahead of

their time; the surge of public interest and publishing in

geology did not arrive until the mid-1830s (Henry and

Hose 2015). 

Smith and Cary didn’t have the benefit of this

historical hindsight. The entrepreneurial Cary sought other

ways to present Smith’s valuable geological information in

order to overcome their losses on the 1815 map and to

realize Smith’s larger vision by publishing sections and

geological maps at both smaller and larger scales.

To convey the third dimension, Cary produced eight

geological sections at the horizontal scale of the 1815 map

between 1817 and 1819. The sections were graphically

innovative as they included panoramic landscapes relating
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Figure 8. William Smith’s 1828 map of Yorkshire. The extent of Yorkshire required four sheets to cover at the same scale as

the smaller counties. Originally published in 1822, it was reissued in 1824 in 1828 with minor revisions indicating regional

interest and some continuing sales despite the cancellation of the county geological atlas project in 1824. Reproduced

courtesy of private collector.
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landform to the underlying strata. These are the first

measured geological block diagrams. The series of

sections was not completed and did not cover Yorkshire.

In 1820 Cary published a reduced size ‘poster’

version of Smith’s map, at a scale of 1 inch to 15 miles

(approximately 1:1,000,000) based on his 1796 map.

Again, Cary engraved a new heavily edited basemap to

reduce clutter and emphasize drainage.

Cary drew further upon his cartographic resources

when he began the issue of A New Geological Atlas of
England and Wales in 1819. It was based on county maps

from his 1809 Cary’s New English Atlas. This time, to

reduce his financial risk, Cary did not engrave new

decluttered versions. On his existing copper plates, he

retained the original title and a table of county divisions.

He inserted the new title in the top margin and engraved

geological boundaries over existing map detail. As there

wasn’t space for a conventional geological legend, the

legend elements were arranged as colour ‘tablets’ with

descriptions around the perimeter of the county beside the

strata to which they referred. 

The county geological atlas was cancelled in 1824

uncompleted. Only 24 maps were published covering 21

counties; Yorkshire required four sheets (see figure 8). The

work was halted abruptly; his nephew recorded that

“Other parts to complete this work were left by Mr. Smith
in a state of forwardness.” If completed it would have

consisted of 43 counties on 46 maps4.

Decline of the Cary-Smith Mapping
Partnership
In 1819 Smith’s financial problems overwhelmed him.

Jailed in debtor’s prison for ten weeks in the summer of

1819, he lost his property in Somerset and his London

house. His furniture, possessions and books were sold. He

fled London and began a wandering life in the North at the

age of 50 with his nephew John Phillips, age 19. For 7

years with no fixed address, he continued with various

consulting projects and with Phillips undertook long

traverses – geological walks – to complete the county

atlas.

On the Cary front there had been major changes. A

fire in January 1820 completely destroyed his premises.

This may account for the loss of Cary’s business records

and for the fact that no further geological sections were

published. In 1821, John Cary retired at age 66 and passed

the business to his sons, George and John. It appears that

they felt less of their father’s personal commitment to
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Figure 9. The Rotunda Museum, Scarborough. The original building opened in 1829 consisted solely of the central

cylindrical structure. The wings were added in 1860. Since this photo was taken the ground level in the foreground has been

lowered to expose the basement level and create a new entrance. (photo: J. Henry 2008).
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Smith and took a harder commercial view of poor sales.

They persisted for a while with the atlas project which

used existing plates, but it must have been difficult to

progress with the project when Smith was far away and

without a fixed address. The abrupt halt of the county atlas

production – half-engraved plates and half-finished

manuscripts – suggests that they ran out of patience with

Smith.

Recognition 
Fortunately, at this stage, the new Yorkshire Philosophical

Society (YPS) stepped in. Smith was invited to give a

series of lectures. The lectures in York were a great success

and were developed and repeated in Scarborough, Whitby,

Hull, and Leeds; they rescued Smith and launched John

Phillips. Smith met influential people, including Sir John

Johnstone who offered him the stewardship of his estate at

Hackness. This was intended as a sinecure so that Smith

could write up his works. He did not do so, but he did

produce a geological map of Hackness at 6.5 inches to the

mile, the first modern large scale geological map (Phillips

1844, p.113). He also produced a manuscript one-inch

geological map of Scarborough. Through Johnstone,

Smith became involved in the Scarborough’s museum

project, recommending its unique cylindrical design5. The

Rotunda Museum opened in 1829, the first geological

museum in the world (see figure 9). 

The YPS began the British Association for the

Advancement of Science (BAAS)6 and through this

exerted their influence, to Smith’s benefit. In 1831, the

Geological Society paid Smith their highest honour by

awarding him the Wollaston medal, naming Smith the

Father of English Geology. In 1832, the king awarded

Smith a state pension. In 1835, Trinity College in Dublin at

the BAAS meeting, gave Smith an honorary Doctorate.

Smith was thus duly recognised in his lifetime (Phillips,

pp. 114-118).

Conclusion
William Smith was part of the modernising age of

surveyors. Surveying taught him to see, think and quantify

in three dimensions. It provided opportunities to go

underground and record rocks with purpose, leading to his

recognition of index fossils and the order of the strata.

Over 15 years he accumulated data on the large scale maps

of the day. In retrospect, he was the right man, in the right

place, and at an opportune time for the reception of his

work (discounting some difficulties along the way). He

was observant, curious, and persevering. His work

involved measuring and appraising the earth’s surface in a

scientific way. The industrial revolution created a demand

for coal which led to exploration and the development of

mines that could benefit from Smith’s methods. Canals

were needed to transport the coal. The mines and canal

branches Smith surveyed provided unprecedented

opportunities to observe England’s geological structure as

well. With the vital financial and technical support of John

Cary, Smith produced the first geological map of a nation,

and in turn his iconic map lead to his professional

recognition as the Father of English Geology. Yorkshire

support at the end of his life accelerated that recognition.
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Notes
1. The full title is ‘A Delineation of the Strata of

England and Wales, with part of Scotland: Exhibiting
the Collieries and Mines, the Marshes and Fen Lands
originally overflowed by the Sea, and the Varieties of
Soil according to the Variations in the Substrata,
Illustrated by the Most Descriptive Names’.

2. John Phillips’ Memoirs of William Smith, LL.D.,
author of the ‘Map of the Strata of England and
Wales, 1844, is the primary source for Smith
scholars. Phillips (1800-1874) was Smith’s nephew
who came into his care in 1808 when Smith’s
recently widowed sister died. Smith paid for his
nephew’s private education until 1815, when Phillips
came to live with Smith in London. Phillips went
onto become professor of Geology at Oxford, where
he designed and was first curator of OUMNH.

3. On the afternoon of 9th December, 2014, the author
climbed the tower to see Smith’s view of the
Yorkshire Wolds. The air was crystal clear and the
sun was behind him. It was not possible to see the
wolds as more than a line on the horizon unaided;
however, through a 2.5x lens, Smith’s observation
was affirmed. Although, we have no equipment list
from Smith, the author can confirm that he must have
used a telescope to see the ‘contour’ of the Wolds in
the summer of 1794.

4. In this bicentenary year of Wm Smith’s map, the UK
Onshore Geophysical Library has sponsored
www.strata-smith.com. It has substantial cartographic
interest. Among several features, it combines Smith’s
published and manuscript county geological maps
and fills the gaps with John Cary’s county maps
coloured as in the 1815 map to produce the ‘Map that
might have been’. 

5. Johnstone was president of the Scarborough
Philosophical Society at this time and raised funds
for a museum. Smith suggested a rotunda design to
display fossils in their strata in their order of
occurrence with the oldest rocks at the bottom of the
museum and the youngest at the top. The visitor
climbing a circular staircase could then rise through
the succession of strata. Sir John donated the honey
coloured Hackness Stone, a calcareous sandstone of
the Kellaways formation (modern name) to build the
Rotunda Museum. A mural of the geological section
of the Scarborough coastline was painted by John
Phillips on the ring supporting the cupola.

6. The British Association for the Advancement of
Science (now the British Science Association) was
founded by the Rev. William Vernon Harcourt,
largely in response to the elitist attitude of the Royal
Society. It first met in York on 27 September 1831,
chaired by the President of the Yorkshire
Philosophical Society, Lord Milton. It had four
sections – Physics, Chemistry, Geology and Natural
History – in which papers were presented. The first
secretary of the BAAS was John Phillips, William
Smith’s nephew, who had been active in the affairs of
the YPS and, from 1825 secretary and keeper of the
Yorkshire Museum. 
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